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Abstract

This paper presents a comprehensive study of the intense current structure (ICS) at the dayside magnetopause, by using the

high-resolution data from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission. About 3,600 ICSs with current density exceeding

1.2 μA/m2 have been detected during phase 1a and 1b within the magnetopause boundary layer (MBL). We find that most

ICSs have a temporal duration of less than 1 second and thickness of less than one ion inertial length. The number of ICSs

decreases with the thickness increasing from the electron-scale to the ion-scale. The occurrence rate of the ICS is relatively

higher close to Earth and in the dusk sector near the meridian, probably caused by the large solar wind dynamic pressure. In a

local boundary normal coordinate system, the occurrence rate is higher on the magnetosheath side. For most ICSs, the current

is carried by electrons. The perpendicular current is larger than the parallel current for more ICSs. The energy conversion J·E
is primarily through the perpendicular current and electric field, while the non-ideal energy conversion J·E’ is mainly dominated

by the parallel component. ICSs provide much stronger energy conversion and dissipation compared to the ambient plasma in

the MBL. This study improves our understanding of the characteristics of the ICS and its role in solar wind-magnetosphere

coupling.
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Key points:16

1. Most ICS at the magnetopause boundary layer have a temporal17

duration of less than 1 s and thickness of less than 1 di.18

2. The ICS has a higher occurrence rate close to Earth and in the dusk19

sector near the meridian.20

3. The ICS is important in the non-ideal energy conversion in the21

magnetopause boundary layer.22



Abstract23

This paper presents a comprehensive study of the intense current structure24

(ICS) at the dayside magnetopause, by using the high-resolution data25

from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission. About 3,600 ICSs26

with current density exceeding 1.2 μA/m2 have been detected during27

phase 1a and 1b within the magnetopause boundary layer (MBL). We28

find that most ICSs have a temporal duration of less than 1 second and29

thickness of less than one ion inertial length. The number of ICSs30

decreases with the thickness increasing from the electron-scale to the31

ion-scale. The occurrence rate of the ICS is relatively higher close to32

Earth and in the dusk sector near the meridian, probably caused by the33

large solar wind dynamic pressure. In a local boundary normal coordinate34

system, the occurrence rate is higher on the magnetosheath side. For most35

ICSs, the current is carried by electrons. The perpendicular current is36

larger than the parallel current for more ICSs. The energy conversion J·E37

is primarily through the perpendicular current and electric field, while the38

non-ideal energy conversion J · E' is mainly dominated by the parallel39

component. ICSs provide much stronger energy conversion and40

dissipation compared to the ambient plasma in the MBL. This study41

improves our understanding of the characteristics of the ICS and its role42

in solar wind-magnetosphere coupling.43

44



Plain Language Summary45

Current sheet is the hotbed for various instabilities and an important site46

for energy exchange between electromagnetic fields and plasmas. Current47

structures with electric current density exceeding 1 μA/m2 have48

frequently observed by the Magnetospheric Multiscale mission at the49

dayside magnetopause boundary layer. Important features of these intense50

current structures, such as the occurrence rate, current carrier,51

contribution to energy conversion, are not clear. This paper presents a52

comprehensive analysis of more than three thousand intense current53

structures at the magnetopause. We show that most of these current54

structures are extremely short in time domain and have thicknesses less55

than the ion inertial length. Moreover, they play important roles in energy56

dissipation within the boundary layer. These results are of great help in57

understanding the characteristics of the intense current structures and58

their role in the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling.59

60

1. Introduction61

Current sheet is ubiquitous in plasmas and is important for energy62

conversion between electromagnetic fields and plasma. Macroscopic63

energy release and transport in the magnetosphere are essentially64

regulated by two large-scale current sheets: the magnetopause current65

sheet and the magnetotail neutral sheet. In turbulent plasma, such as66



magnetosheath and transition region of the bow shock, small-scale67

current sheets are suggested to be important for dissipating energy stored68

in the turbulent electromagnetic fields (Retinò et al., 2007; Phan et al.,69

2018; Wang et al., 2019).70

Various instabilities are born in current sheet. One typical example is71

the tearing instability, which is responsible for triggering magnetic72

reconnection. Lower hybrid drift instability (LHDI) is also a ubiquitous73

instability in current sheet, where the diamagnetic drift usually exists to74

provide the free energy for the LHDI. The fastest growing electrostatic75

LHDI is confined at the boundary and electromagnetic mode can76

penetrate into the central current sheet (Daughton, 2003; Zhou et al., 2009;77

2014). Fluid-type instabilities which are probably induced by LHDI, such78

as the drift-kink instability, could disrupt the current sheet significantly79

along the current direction (Daughton, 1999; Lapenta et al., 2003; Moser80

and Bellan., 2012).81

The neutral sheet is formed between the stretched anti-parallel82

magnetic fields in the magnetotail (Erickson and Wolf, 1980; Schindler83

and Birn, 1982). Magnetic reconnection occurs in the neutral sheet when84

its thickness goes down to the ion or electron inertial length (Pulkkinen et85

al., 1999; Pulkkinen and Wiltberger, 2000; Lu et al., 2020). In situ86

observations have identified well-structured Hall electromagnetic fields87

consistent with fast reconnection theory in the magnetotail (Borg et al.,88



2005; Eastwood et al., 2007). Usually, the neutral sheet is not a plane but89

deforms substantially with its normal deviates from Z direction in the90

Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates toward the91

dawn-dusk direction (Sergeev et al., 2003). Moreover, it occasionally92

exhibits a bifurcated structure, that is, the current density peaks off-center93

(e.g., Runov et al., 2003).94

Another important current sheet in the magnetotail is the95

dipolarization front, which is a vertical current sheet with its normal96

mainly in the X-Y plane. Dipolarization front is an important boundary97

layer separating the heated plasma from magnetic reconnection and the98

ambient plasma (Nakamura et al., 2002; Runov et al., 2009; Zhou et al.,99

2009). It is generally an ion-scale structure, often involving electron-scale100

sub-structures (Fu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2018; Pan et al., 2018; Zhou et101

al., 2019a). Other electron-scale vertical current sheets have also been102

detected within the turbulent plasma flows driven by magnetic103

reconnection (Zhou et al., 2019a; 2021), and between the earthward104

propagating flux rope and geomagnetic field (Man et al., 2018). It is105

suggested that these vertical current sheets play essential roles in energy106

conversion during the disturbed magnetotail, such as magnetospheric107

substorms (Sergeev et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2012; 2015; Vogiatzis et al.,108

2015; Man et al., 2018).109

The magnetopause current sheet is the outer boundary of the110



magnetosphere, resulting from the interaction between the solar wind111

plasma and geomagnetic field. It is composed of a diamagnetic current112

that is perpendicular to the magnetic field, namely the Chapman-Ferraro113

current (Chapman and Ferraro, 1931), and field-aligned currents, which114

are important for magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. As a transition115

region between the hot-tenuous plasma in the magnetosphere and the116

cold-dense plasma in the magnetosheath, magnetopause plays a117

fundamental role in the transport of solar wind plasma into the118

magnetosphere (Hasegawa, 2012). Pioneer studies using ISEE and119

AMPTE observations found that the thickness of the magnetopause120

current sheet is several proton gyro-radii and it is a constantly moving121

structure with changing velocity (Elphic and Russell, 1979; Berchem and122

Russell, 1982; Le and Russell, 1994). Ion-scale current sheet is an ideal123

place for reconnection at magnetopause (Bale et al., 2002; Mozer et al.,124

2002; Vaivads et al., 2004). However, due to the asymmetric magnetic125

field and plasma condition across the magnetopause current sheet, the126

structure of the reconnection layer at magnetopause is distinct from that127

in the magnetotail (Mozer and Pritchett, 2009). Electron-scale current128

sheet at the magnetospheric separatrix was also reported (André et al.,129

2004).130

Before the MMS era, current density was usually estimated by131

curlometer technique using simultaneous magnetic field and position132



measurements from four spacecraft (Dunlop et al., 2002). However, the133

inter-distance of four Cluster spacecraft is generally larger than the ion134

inertial length (~ 100 km) at the magnetopause, thus it can resolve only135

the current structure on the ion-scale. The current density calculated by136

curlometer technique from Cluster mission is generally less than 1 μA/m2,137

given that a magnetic field change of ~ 30 nT over a typical spacing of138

Cluster ~ 100 km at the magnetopause.139

These limitations were overcome by MMS, which is designed to140

resolve electron-scale physics associated with reconnection (Burch et al.,141

2016). One powerful ability of MMS is that it can reliably calculate the142

current density directly from the plasma density and bulk velocity, i.e.,143

J = n(Vi − Ve) (e.g., Phan et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016). Plenty of144

sub-ion scale current sheets with large current density have been observed145

by MMS in recent years in different regions, such as the electron146

diffusion region in the magnetopause and magnetotail (Burch et al., 2016;147

Nakamura et al., 2018, 2019; Torbert et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2019b;148

Burkholder et al., 2020), current filaments within the magnetic flux rope149

(Eastwood et al., 2016; Hwang et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016; Zhou et al.,150

2017; Man et al., 2018, 2020; Wang et al., 2020). These studies point out151

that sub-ion scale current sheets are significant for energy conversion and152

particle acceleration.153

To have a better understanding of the intense current structure (ICS)154



at the magnetopause, we have performed a statistical analysis on the scale155

size, spatial distribution, current carrier and energetics of these ICSs in156

this paper. We have used the data from the following instruments onboard157

MMS: The Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) provides 3‐D magnetic field158

vectors (Russell et al., 2016; Torbert et al., 2016); The Fast Plasma159

Investigation (FPI) provides the integrated electron moments with a160

temporal resolution of 0.03 s and ion moments with a temporal resolution161

of 0.15 s in burst mode and a temporal resolution of 4.5 s in fast mode162

(Pollock et al., 2016); The 3‐D electric field vectors are provided by the163

Electric Field Double Probe (EDP) (Ergun et al., 2016; Lindqvist et al.,164

2016; Torbert et al., 2016).165

166

2. Database167

Our database includes all the burst mode intervals (more than 9,000,168

each interval lasts a few minutes) of MMS during phase 1a (1 September169

2015 to 7 March 2016) and phase 1b (26 September 2016 to 31 January170

2017). Here we use data from MMS1 only because of the extremely small171

spacing among the four spacecraft. The following procedure is performed172

to select the burst mode intervals within which MMS was in the173

magnetopause boundary layer (MBL). Fast mode data in these burst174

intervals are used to determining the MBL.175

(1) The average radial distance between MMS1 and Earth should be less176



than 15 Earth radii (RE).177

(2) The boundary layer is the transition region between magnetosphere178

and magnetosheath, thus we have removed the intervals when MMS was179

always inside the magnetosphere or magnetosheath proper. Plasma180

temperature in the magnetosphere and magnetosheath is obviously181

different. The energy of the dominant electron population in the182

magnetosphere is larger than 1 keV, while it is less than 1 keV in the183

magnetosheath (Pu et al., 2013). Accordingly, we use the parameter α ,184

which is defined as the ratio of the integrated differential electron flux in185

the low energy range (30 eV to 800 eV) and high energy range (1 keV to186

25 keV). The lower bound for the low energy range is set as 30 eV to187

remove possible contamination by photoelectrons below 30 eV. Burst188

mode intervals containing MBL crossings are picked out by requiring 1<189

α <170. This range is chosen by examining hundreds of burst mode190

intervals by eyes. α is less than 1 when MMS1 is inside the191

magnetosphere and α>170 when MMS is in the magnetosheath proper.192

However, burst intervals with α >170 may record one or more193

magnetopause crossings. Hence, we retain this burst mode interval if194

there are more than 3 points (~ 13 s) with Ne < 2 cm-3 within it, which195

means that there is at least one magnetopause crossing.196

(3) MMS occasionally crossed the bow shock and entered the solar wind,197

where the criteria listed in procedures (1) and (2) may be satisfied. Hence,198



we further require that the average ion velocity in the X direction is larger199

than -200 km/s to remove the intervals in the solar wind. In addition, the200

burst interval involving bow shock is removed if the number of points201

with Ne>100 cm-3 exceeds 3.202

In total, we have selected about 5,700 burst mode intervals that203

contain the MBL following the above procedures. Figure 1A shows one204

of these qualified burst mode intervals. We see that MMS1 passed205

through the MBL from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath from206

approximately 23:24 UT to 23:27 UT on December 11, 2015. During this207

interval, MMS was located around (X= 8.5, Y= -4.5, Z= -1.1) RE. MMS208

observed a stable magnetic field pointing northward and dawnward209

(Figure 1a) and tenuous-hot plasma (N< 2cm-3, Ti > 3 keV, Te > 1 keV) in210

the magnetosphere (Figure 1c, 1f and 1g). Ions are mostly above 1 keV211

except for some cold ions observed around 23:25:15 UT (Figure 1h). On212

the contrary, the magnetic field exhibits stronger fluctuations (Figure 1a)213

in the magnetosheath proper, where Ne is up to 30 cm-3 (Figure 1c), and214

the ion and electron temperature are much lower than that in the215

magnetosphere (Figure 1f and 1g). Electrons with energy above 1 keV216

almost disappear in the magnetosheath (Figure 1i). The region between217

the two red dashed lines is the MBL, within which Ne rises to about 10218

cm-3 from the magnetosphere. Particles from the magnetosphere and219

magnetosheath are mixed in the MBL, which is evident in Figure 1i that220



low-energy and high-energy electrons coexist in this region.221

Figure 2 shows the probability distribution of the total current222

density ( �� = ���2 + ���2 + ���2) in the burst mode intervals we have223

picked out. Each point is calculated by using the plasma moments at a224

cadence of 0.03 s and there are about 24 million samples in total. The225

distribution shows that the number of data points decreases as the current226

density increases. Here we choose 1.2 μA/m2 as the threshold for the ICS,227

i.e., if |Jp| is larger than 1.2 μA/m2 , then it will be identified as an ICS.228

1.2 μA/m2 is about ten times the standard deviation of the Jp distribution229

shown in Figure 2. This value is also approximately the lowest value of230

the top 0.05% current density. The boundary of each ICS is determined231

by the average value of |Jp| in the corresponding burst mode interval.232

Furthermore, we have removed the data with large measurement233

uncertainties by getting rid of the ICSs with an average plasma density of234

less than 5 cm-3 (Webster et al., 2018). Figure 1B illustrates three ICSs235

found within the black frame in Figure 1A. They are located at the edge236

of the MBL where the high energy (> 1 keV) electron flux decreases237

significantly. The upper horizontal line in Figure 1p marks the threshold238

of 1.2 μA/m2, and the lower horizontal line represents the average |Jp| (~239

0.16 μA/m2) within the entire burst mode interval. We see that these ICSs240

correspond to prominent increases in the electron velocity and241

fluctuations in the magnetic field. These three ICSs were detected within242



3 seconds. Overall, we have identified 3,624 ICSs within the MBL. The243

characteristics of these ICSs from a statistical perspective are illustrated244

in detail in the following section.245

246

3. Results247

3.1. Duration and Thickness248

Figure 3a presents the probability distribution function (PDF) of the249

temporal duration of these ICSs. The PDF increases from 0.03 s to 0.15 s250

and then decreases as the increment of the duration. The PDF reaches a251

peak at the duration of 0.15s. Most ICSs (> 88%) have a duration of less252

than 2 seconds and the average duration is about 1 second.253

254

In order to calculate the thickness, we estimate the moving velocity255

of these structures by the timing analysis (Russell et al., 1983). We chose256

the magnetic field component which has the maximum variation257

corresponding to the ICS to do the timing analysis. Considering that the258

scale of the ICS may be smaller than the spacecraft spacing such that it259

was not observed by all the four satellites, the thicknesses of some ICSs260

cannot be estimated. We have also removed the ICSs with the261

cross-correlation coefficient of the magnetic field among the four262

spacecraft is less than 0.9. Consequently, there are 2,538 ICSs whose263

thickness can be reliably estimated from the timing analysis. The PDF of264

the thickness is shown in Figure 3b. The thickness has been normalized to265



the local ion inertial length di, which is calculated by using the average266

plasma density within the ICS. It shows that the thickness of the ICS267

ranges mainly from tens de to near 10 di. The PDF almost monotonically268

decreases from the electron-scale to the ion-scale. We find that most ICSs269

are below 1 di and the average thickness is about 2 di.270

271

3.2 Spatial Occurrence Rate272

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution and occurrence rate of the273

ICSs at the equatorial plane as a function of L and MLT (� = �2 + �2 ,274

where �, � is the coordinate in GSM coordinates; MLT represents the275

magnetic local time). L and MLT are calculated by the International276

Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) and T96 external model277

(Tsyganenko, 1995). We interpolate the position data into the cadence of278

the current density, which is 0.03 s. The spatial distribution of the ICSs is279

demonstrated in Figure 4a. There are nearly 0.12 million samples inside280

the ICSs. To get the occurrence rate, the spatial distribution of these ICSs281

is divided by the total samples in the burst mode in the MBL, which has a282

total of 24 million samples (shown in Figure 4b). It is clear from Figure 4283

(b) that the trajectory of MMS covers the entire dayside magnetopause284

during phase 1, from 5 to 19 in MLT. In order to reduce the uncertainties285

caused by too few samplings, the bins where the number of samples286

below 500 are removed. A relatively high occurrence rate occurs around287



L = 8-10 and MLT =12-15, which means that the ICSs preferentially288

occur close to Earth and in the dusk sector, though the dawn-dusk289

asymmetry is weak.290

Besides the spatial distribution in a global fixed coordinate, we are291

also interested in its spatial distribution in a local coordinate to292

investigate its connection with magnetic reconnection at the293

magnetopause. Here we have transformed the vectors into a local294

boundary normal coordinate (LMN) system by using Shue Model (Shue295

et al.,1997). N is normal to the magnetopause,M=N×ZGSM , and L=N×M.296

The distribution of the ICSs as a function of BL and ViL is displayed in297

Figure 5(a). We have also transformed all the data in the selected burst298

intervals into this local coordinate, the result is shown in Figure 5(b). The299

distribution of the total sample shown is mostly concentrated near -200 to300

150 km/s of ViL, in the range of 0-50 nT of BL. Figure 5c presents the301

occurrence rate in this coordinate system. We have deleted the bins in302

Figure 5c with corresponding samples less than 500 in Figure 5b. We see303

that the ICSs have a higher occurrence rate on the side with BL<0, i.e., the304

magnetosheath side with respect to the central current where BL=0, and305

southward of the X-line where ViL<0.306

307

3.3 Current Carrier308

To compare the contribution of electron and ion current to the total309



current, we project the ion current Jpi=ne*Vi and electron current310

Jpe=ne*Ve onto the direction of Jp, namely ���' = ��� ���� , ���' =311

���(����), where θ (�) is the angle between ��� (���) and Jp (illustrated312

on top of Figure 6). We calculate the averaged ���' and ���' for each ICS313

and consider the following three situations.314

Case 1: ���' < 0 ��� ���' > 0 , i.e., the direction of ��� is opposite315

to that of �� , while ��� is in the same direction as �� . Hence, the316

current is obviously carried by electrons.317

Case 2: ���' > 0 ��� ���' > 0. In this case, ��� is in the same318

direction as ��� . We calculate the absolute ratio of ���' to ���' , i.e.,319

| ���' |/| ���' |. If the ratio is greater than 1.5, we classify this ICS as an ion-320

dominated ICS, that is, the current is mainly carried by ions. If the ratio is321

less than 0.67, the current is mainly carried by electrons. In other cases,322

we suggest that ions and electrons contribute equally to the total current.323

Case 3: ���' > 0 ��� ���' < 0 . Case 3 is opposite to case 1. In this324

situation, the current is mainly carried by ions.325

Figure 6 shows the results according to the above classification.326

There are about 33%, 55% and 12% ICSs in case 1, case 2 and case 3,327

respectively. More than half of the ICSs in case 2 has a ratio less than328

0.67, i.e., dominated by electron current sheet. Therefore, about 68% of329

the ICSs are mainly carried by electrons and about 22% of the ICSs are330

mainly carried by ions. For the rest of the ICS (~ 10%), ion and electron331



current contribute nearly equally.332

3.4 Current Direction333

Figure 7 shows the probability distribution of the ratio of the parallel334

current (|Jp// |) to the perpendicular current (|Jp⊥ |). Jp// = J·B/|B| refers335

to the current component along the magnetic field, and Jp⊥ is the336

perpendicular current, which is calculated by |Jp⊥ |=|��|-|Jp// |. Here J and337

B are the averaged value over each ICS. If the ratio is greater than 1.5, we338

suggest the current is mainly in the field-aligned direction. If it is less339

than 0.67, then we suggest it is mainly transverse to the magnetic field. If340

the ratio is between 0.67 and 1.5, then the two components are341

comparable to each other. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the for 23% of342

the ICS, the current is mainly in the field-aligned direction, while the343

current mainly flows perpendicular to the magnetic field for about 45% of344

the ICS.345

346

3.5 Energy Conversion and Dissipation347

Intense currents are usually associated with strong energy348

conversion, which can be measured by J·E from the Poynting theorem (Yi349

et al., 2019). Here we investigate whether the parallel or perpendicular350

current contributes to the energy conversion. Figure 8a presents the351

probability distribution of the ratio |�//·�//|/|�⊥·�⊥| . As in the352

aforementioned analysis, these values have been averaged over each ICS.353



The ratio is classified into 6 bins. The ratio larger than 1.5 indicates that354

the energy conversion is mainly through the parallel current and electric355

field. On the other hand, the energy conversion is mainly through the356

perpendicular current and electric field if the ratio is less than 0.67. We357

see that for about 26% of the ICSs, J·E is mainly contributed by �//·�// .358

The perpendicular current and electric field dominate the energy359

conversion for about 55% of the ICSs, while |�//·�//| and |�⊥·�⊥| is360

comparable for the rest (~ 19%) of the ICSs.361

�·�' = �·(� + �� × �) is widely used to quantify the non-ideal energy362

conversion rate in plasma. It is also suggested as a good parameter to363

locate the dissipation region in reconnection and turbulence (Zenitani et364

al., 2011; Burch et al., 2016; Fu et al., 2017; Torbert et al., 2018; Hwang365

et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019b). Similar to the analysis of J·E , we366

decompose J·E ' into the parallel and perpendicular components, �//·�//'367

and �⊥·�⊥' , and calculate their ratio, the probability distribution of which368

is displayed in Figure 8b. We see that J·E' in more than 52% of the ICSs is369

provided by the parallel current and parallel electric field, and �·�' in370

about 29% of the ICSs is dominated by the perpendicular current.371

372

4. Discussion373

Figure 9 illustrates that the occurrence rate of ICS is relatively high374

close to Earth. This high occurrence rate may be caused by the375



magnetopause compression owing to the enhanced solar wind dynamic376

pressure (Pdyn). Here we compare the Pdyn during the interval when the377

ICSs were observed, denoted as Pdyn,ICS, to the other times within the378

MBL when the ICS was not observed, denoted as Pdyn, 0. The solar wind379

dynamic pressure is directly from the OMNI data (1‐min resolution)380

provided by NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (King and Papitashvili,381

2005). We have selected the Pdyn at the nearest moment before the ICS382

was detected as the Pdyn,ICS. By comparing the two PDFs (Figure 9), we383

find that Pdyn,ICS are generally larger than Pdyn,0. This implies that ICS384

preferentially occurs during large solar wind dynamic pressure, consistent385

with the spatial occurrence rate shown in Figure 4c that the occurrence386

rate of the ICS is higher near Earth because the MBL is pushed inward by387

large solar wind dynamic pressure.388

Figure 8 shows an interesting result that the energy conversion J·E is389

predominately through the perpendicular current and electric field. This is390

contrary to the energy dissipation J·E' which is dominated by the parallel391

current and electric field. We note that the contributions from the parallel392

current are the same for J·E and J·E' since J·E = J//E// + J⊥E⊥ and393

J·E' = J//E// + J⊥(E⊥ + (V ∗ �)⊥ . Therefore, the difference arises from394

the non-ideal electric field in the perpendicular direction. To reduce395

J⊥(E⊥ + (V ∗ �)⊥ in J·E' , the convective electric field �� =− �� ∗ �396

must partially cancel the perpendicular electric field E⊥ , or say, the397



perpendicular electric field is primarily the convective electric field. Note398

that parallel electric field is significant in about one-quarter of ICSs with399

J·E dominated by J//E//.400

We further explore the role of the ICSs in energy conversion within401

the MBL. Figure 10a presents the PDF of J·E in the ICSs (blue curve) and402

in the ambient plasma excluding the ICSs (black curve). Since the total403

number of samples for the two curves is different, the two PDFs have404

been rescaled to match the two peak values. It is shown that the405

distribution is almost symmetric with respect to J·E=0 by comparing the406

blue solid line and the red dashed line. It is evident that the J·E within the407

ICS exhibits a much broader distribution than the ambient J·E , implying408

that the magnitude of J·E within the ICSs is generally higher than that in409

the ambient plasma.410

Figure 10b compares the PDF of J·E' in the ICSs and the surrounding411

ambient plasma. We see that the intensity of energy dissipation in the412

ICSs is significantly greater than the background value (The average J·E'413

in the ICS is 0.14; The average J·E' in the ambient plasma is 0.002). In414

addition, the PDF is asymmetric with respect to J·E'=0 with PDF(J·E'>0)415

is much larger than PDF( J·E' <0). This indicates that the average416

dissipation in the ICSs is positive, implying that the ICSs indeed417

contribute to the energy dissipation within the MBL.418

419



6. Summary420

The MBL is a complex region containing plasmas of the421

magnetosphere and magnetosheath. A large number of coherent structures,422

such as current sheets, current filaments, flux ropes, magnetic holes have423

frequently been observed in this region (Zhong et al., 2018; 2019). This424

paper focuses on the ICS, which includes both current sheet and filaments.425

We obtain the following main results based on a statistical investigation426

of more than 3,000 ICS, the threshold of which is 1.2 μA/m2.427

(1) The duration of the ICS is relatively short, mainly concentrated within428

1 second. This corresponds to the thickness mostly below 1 di. The PDF429

of the temporal duration and thickness almost monotonically decreases430

with the increment of the duration and thickness.431

(2) The ICS occurs predominantly within L = (8 -10) and in the dusk432

sector within MLT = (12 – 15). Most of the ICSs are located at the433

southern outflow region on the magnetosheath side in a boundary normal434

coordinate system.435

(3) The current in the ICSs is mainly carried by electrons and mainly436

perpendicular to the magnetic field.437

(4) The energy conversion is predominantly through the perpendicular438

current and electric field, while the energy dissipation (or non-ideal439

energy conversion) is mainly through the parallel current and electric440

field. This is due to that the perpendicular electric field is primarily the441



electron convective electric field within the ICSs, i.e., the non-ideal442

electric field is mainly in the parallel direction.443

(5) The energy conversion/dissipation in the ICSs is significantly greater444

than the ambient plasma. Besides, the plasma is accelerated and heated445

due to the overall positive value of J·E' in the ICSs.446

MMS provides excellent opportunities to explore kinetic-scale447

structures and associated kinetics in our geospace. We demonstrate in this448

paper that the ICSs are essential for energy conversion in the MBL. It449

may be interesting to locate the ICSs in the reconnection geometry, for450

instance, how many of them are inside the diffusion region, magnetic flux451

rope, exhaust or separatrix region? Further efforts are also required to452

understand the exact physical mechanism responsible for the formation of453

these ICSs in the MBL.454
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804

Figure 1:805

806
Figure 1. An example of a burst mode interval containing the MBL observed by807
MMS1 between 23:24:24 UT and 23:26:23 UT. (a) Three components of the magnetic808
fields; (b) magnetic field strength; (c) electron number density; (d) three components809
of the ion bulk velocity; (e) three components of the electron bulk velocity; (f) ion and810
(g) electron temperature; (h) ion and (i) electron omnidirectional differential energy811
flux. Panels (j) to (r) display the expanded view of MMS1 observations around the812



ICSs. (j) Three components of the magnetic fields; (k) magnetic field strength; (l)813
electron number density; (m) ion bulk velocity; (n) electron bulk velocity; (o) three814

components of the current density calculated from the plasma moments, i.e., �� =815

���(�� − ��), where ne is the electron number density, q is the unit charge, Vi and Ve816
are the ion and electron bulk velocity, respectively; (p) magnitude of the current817

density, namely �� = ���2 + ���2 + ���2 , where Jpx, Jpy and Jpz are the three818

components of the current density; (q) ion and (r) electron omnidirectional differential819
energy flux. Vectors are displayed in the GSM coordinate system. The magenta bars at820
the top of Figure 1B highlight the three ICSs.821
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Figure 2:828

829
Figure 2. The number of data points as a function of |Jp| from all the burst mode830

intervals containing the MBL, here �� = ���2 + ���2 + ���2 is the total current831

density. Each data point has a temporal resolution of 0.03 s. We choose 1.2 μA/m2 as832
the threshold for the ICS since 1.2 μA/m2 is about 10 times the standard deviation of833
the Jp distribution shown in this plot.834
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Figure 3:854

855
Figure 3. (a) PDF of the temporal duration for all the ICSs in the dayside MBL. (b)856
PDF of the normalized thickness of the ICSs, which was observed by all the four857
MMS spacecraft, and the cross-correlation coefficient among the four spacecraft is858
higher than 0.9.859
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Figure 4:884

885
Figure 4. Global distribution of (a) all valid ICSs samples; (b) total number of886
samples of MMS1 during the burst mode intervals containing the dayside MBL; (c)887

occurrence rate of the ICSs. All the results are shown in the L‐MLT (0.5 L×1 MLT)888

coordinate for L = 0 -13. From left to right, each cell represents 0.5 L viewing from889



the North Pole.890
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Figure 5:909

910

Figure 5. Local distribution of (a) all valid ICSs samples; (b) total number of samples911
of MMS1 during the burst mode intervals containing the dayside MBL; (c) occurrence912
rate of the ICSs. All of the results are shown in the BL-ViL plane in the local boundary913
normal coordinate.914
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Figure 6:925

926
Figure 6. Histogram of the proportion of electron current and ion current in the total927



current. The schematic at the top is a visual representation of the current composition928
in three different situations.929
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Figure 7:938

939

Figure 7. Histogram of the proportion of the ratio of the parallel current (Jp//) to the940

perpendicular current (Jp⊥).941
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Figure 8:951

952

Figure 8. Histogram of the proportion of (a) |�//·�//|/|�⊥·�⊥| and (b)953

|�//·�//' |/|�⊥·�⊥' |.954
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Figure 9:968

969
970

Figure 9. PDF of the Pdyn,ICS (blue curve) and Pdyn,0 (red curve).971
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Figure 10:983

984

Figure 10. PDF of J·E (a) and J·E' (b) within the ICSs (blue curve) and ambient985

plasma in the MBL excluding the ICSs (black curve). The red dotted line is the986

mirrored part of the distribution with J·E<0. Each sample in this plot has a cadence of987

0.03 s.988
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